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The earliest pottery in this region dates 
to around 800 B.C. Vessels include thick-
walled and flat-bottomed jars, and crudely 
made basins and cauldrons. The latter are 
reminiscent of carved stone bowls that 
predate them. These vessels are tempered 
(temper is added to clay to prevent it from 
shrinking too much while drying and helps 
prevent heat shock when the vessel is fired) 
with coarse fragments of crushed chert (flint).  

Around 400 B.C., the mound-building 
hunter-gatherer-gardeners of the Adena 
culture began making their distinctive 
pottery. Thick-walled, plain jars with gentle 
shoulders and slightly flaring rims, and jars 
incised with nested diamonds are particularly 
distinctive. Adena potters used crushed 
limestone, sandstone, or siltstone to temper 
their vessels.   

A WORD ABOUT POTTERY – PART 2
Native Pottery Through Time
To understand the ceramics of the Red River Gorge region, let’s focus on the changing pottery 
traditions of the upper Kentucky River, upper Licking River, and Big Sandy River drainages. 

Vessels made by peoples living outside the Kentucky, Licking, 
and Big Sandy drainages appear at this time as well. These 

trade jars are recognizable by their contrasting vessel 
shapes, exterior designs and decorations, and different 
clays and tempers. 

Pottery in this region after around A.D. 300 is 
characterized by thin-walled jars. Archaeologists 
think these jars, with their pointed bases and sharply 
angled shoulders, reflect residents’ increased reliance 
on starchy- and oily-seeded plants, such as goosefoot, 

maygrass, and sunflower. By around A.D. 800, as local 
groups increased their reliance on corn, Native potters 

returned to making thick-walled jars. Applied strips of 
clay at the vessel lip, decorated with impressions of sticks 

wrapped with cordage distinguish these vessels.

Right: Indigenous Kentucky pottery changes over time from the 
very beginning to A.D. 1000. Below: Incised Adena jar. 
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Native potters’ move to the use 
of shell temper after A.D. 1000 
coincides with an important 
change in foodways: from a 
hunting-gathering-gardening way 
of life to one focused on farming. 
Corn accounted for more than sixty 
percent of the diet.   

Initially, the farmers’ vessels were 
not too different from those of their 
ancestors. Soon, however, they 
begin to add handles and lugs to 
their jars, and later to their bowls.

Over time, along with the jar forms of old, potters made new kinds of vessels: round-bottomed 
jars with flared rims, handles, and decorated necks; shallow bowls, pans, and colanders (bowl-
shaped pots with small holes punched through the bottom). Archaeologists have suggested that 
the adoption of new rituals, foods, or food preparation techniques led local groups to serve and eat 
some foods in new and different ways.
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Above: Sections of a jar found in a Red River Gorge rockshelter 
showing diagonal cord-wrapped stick decoration on a thick rim strip. 

Above: Pointed bases helped stabilize vessels placed in hot ashes 
to cook food. 

Left: Section of a jar 
found in a Red River 
Gorge rockshelter. 
Note the difference 
in design and handle 
shape from the 
complete jar

Right: Later 
shell tempered 

cordmarked vessel 
with strap handles 

and incised neck

Above: Early shell tempered cordmarked vessels. 


